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Grab your role in the expanding

NFT Pixelverse

   BitFreaks are the craziest bunch of pixelated NFT creatures uploaded 

on the Solana Blockchain. Carefully put together pixel by pixel, they are 

small pieces of art you can collect, trade, and enjoy.

Inspiration for BitFreaks comes from literally everywhere.  You will 

find references from a variety of media and projects, while they try to 

bring back the sweet memories of countless hours you spent on your GameBoy.

The collection for the First Season (which contains 100 unique BitFreaks) 

was minted and put on sale as a whole, while BitFreaks from the second 

season were minted as one per day and airdropped to our Discord users 

once per week. Season 3 was auctioned on holaplex.

We truly believe that consistent work, creative ideas, and good vibes 

within a community can make a project fly to amazing heights. 

Let’s make BitFreaks an iconic part of the internet history.   

    History

  BitFreaks had a stealthy launch on Solsea.io, on Sept.21.2021, 

to a smaller but extremely excited community of 100 early 

adopters on our Discord.

  More than half of Season 1 BitFreaks were Collected in a few 

days (1 SOL FLOOR), and we decided to delist the rest and drop 

them in the wallets of our holders. So they can define the floor 

price themselves.

  Since then, our community is growing rapidly as we plan to let 

them make all the importatnt decisions about where this project 

is going.

Rarity

Features

50% of the Season 1 sells will be used for marketing (if needed). 

If there is no need to promote the project as it's growing organically 

for now without any problems - that same 50% can be allocated toward 

other purposes - charity, sweeping up the floor of the other NFT 

start-up project or similar. Community will vote for this when the t

ime comes.

Treasury And Vault

Freakonomics

Blockchain:...................................................SOL

Season 1 Floor:.............................................1 SOL

Season supply:................................................100

Season 1 ................................................SOLD OUT

Season 2 ..............................................Airdropped 

Season 3 average auction .................................2.5 SOL

Royalties on secondary sales:.................................10%

Auction funds moving toward Treasury..........................20%

Auction funds moving toward The Vault.........................70%

Pizza and beer:...............................................100%

   Pizza:.....................................................50%

   Beer:......................................................50%

Supply:.......................................................500

BitFreak Catallogue

- We are showcasing BitFreaks from every Season on our official 

website, so peolple can track the one they missed.

- If you see one you just can’t resist, you can find the original 

buyer over our Discord channel. Our amazing community will be happy 

to help you!

Carbon footprint

BitFreaks are small ( around 35kb ) in size, quick to create, and 

simple to mint, which means they are less energy-intensive. Every 

pixel is cleverly put together to leave the smallest possible carbon 

footprint.

Roadmap

More Suprises Coming 

Soon

https://twitter.com/bit_freaks

discord.gg/bitfreaksbitfreaks_nft https://solana.com

More Suprises Coming 

Soon

The future possibilities of digital art are hard to anticipate, but we can 

all agree that it all started from one point – the PIXEL. Thankfully, we are 

here to keep the legend alive.

With the launch of BitFreaks project, we want to support the growing NFT 

metaverse, take part in encouraging artist to make NFTs, and hopefully stand 

side by side with the greatest communities in the NFT space, like Boogles,

SMB (MonkeDAO), ThugBirdz (ThugDAO) and many others.

As mentioned, we are convinced that patience and persistence are the key 

ingredients for success. And with help of our community, BitFreaks will be 

one of the longest living project in the history of NFTs. Big Thanks to all 

of our early supporters, they know who they are ;)

The BitFreaks Team 

Closing

Every BitFreak is eternally connected to one of 6 different gems: Green, 

Yellow, Blue, Purple, Orange, and Red. All Gems (except the Red one) are 

assigned completely randomly, and as the Seasons pass the rarity difference 

between them will grow progressively.

The Gems are purely cosmetic, and their rarity will be important only to 

hardcore collectors, as they don’t have a role in the governance system.

They will have a role in the potential BitFreaks metaverse in the future, 

though. The Red gem is given only to Special Edition BitFreaks that will be 

created with the inputs from the community.

Summary

50% of the Season 1 sells will be used for marketing (if needed). 

If there is no need to promote the project as it's growing organically 

for now without any problems - that same 50% can be allocated toward 

other purposes - charity, sweeping up the floor of the other NFT 

start-up project or similar. Community will vote for this when the t

ime comes.

Treasury And Vault

  20% from the auctions is moving toward Treasury.

  10% will remain in the team’s wallet.

  The funds are monitored and governed by BitFreak holders, and are 

vused to both grow the project, and bring more traction towards it.

  Investing, marketing, giveaways, upgrading the game, sweeping other 

projects floors and airdropping it to the BitFreaks holders.

  All fund allocations are controlled exclusively by BitFreaks owners 

via voting.

  Every BitFreak holder has the right to vote as long as he’s holding 

1 BitFreak in his verified wallet (GRAPE)

Voting and Treasury

  70% from the auctions is moving toward The Vault.

  Long-term investment fund for BitFreaks holders.

  The funds from the Vault are used for investing in early NFT projects 

and alt-coin private/seed pools through Venture Capital, which will 

generate needed income over a period of time.

  BitFreak holders can vote in which project to invest and, later down 

the road, decide what to do with the gains – reinvest or withdraw the 

profits.

  Every holder owns a fraction of The Vault.

The Vault

BitFreaks Shootout - The Game

- We are in process of developing a PvP multiplayer game called 

“BitFreaks Shootout” , which will focus on team battles, and act as a 

hub for connecting different NFT communities on Solana.

The game is currently in the Alpha stage and we are constantly 

improving it. Feel free to check it out and provide us with a feedback.

Even though the game is not the focal point of the project, it will 

help connect the Solana NFT space and encourage the communities to 

thrive together.


